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   Conference Series LLC LTD Scientific Meetings 2020-21 will enhance the cornucopia of knowledge of all the participants in different fields and will be a melange of eminent speakers, industry professionals, social activist, students etc. Discussing on various imperative topics will add an insight to ponder and confer over crux of today’s scientific and technological perk up. Our conferences are scientific rostrums to unveil the novel developments and to cogitate, and conflate ideas and realities through practical experiences.

The Conference Series LLC LTD of Scientific Meetings 2020-21 are unparagoned and an unmissable opportunity to engross the information and communication technologies bobbing in the modern age. Conference Series LLC LTD Engineering Conventions 2020-2021 facilitates better understanding about the technological developments and scientific advancements across the world by simultaneously equating with the velocity of science, technology and business domains. 

  Conference Series LLC LTD is confident in implementing new ideas and accelerating scientific discoveries."The Right to Information should be Universal", is the motto which has created a podium for rich and crisp research and technological spring up in the broad expanse of science and technology, a major concern of the present. Conference Series LLC LTD Science Conferences build a colloquium of researchers, academicians, industry professionals, and authors & editors of Open Access Publishing access Journals focusing on specific research discipline, contributing an efficient and impactful platform where research amalgamates with technology. Conference Series LLC LTD Scientific Meetings will cover a vast arena including Academic Conferences in Europe and USA, followed by Business Conferences and Medical meetings.

  Scientific Cognizance & Innovation

  Conference Series LLC LTD Conferences creates a venue to connect and confer for all the neoteric minds yearning for au courant and cutting edge research and development in various fields. Ceaseless reinventions of enormous academic and practical organizational models are encapsulated in Major Scientific Events, to construct an innovative culture of knowledge. For the provision of modern, high quality accessible and attainable services, Conference Series LLC LTD Scientific Conference Organizer draws closely the keynote speakers, editorial members, doctors, engineers, researchers, scientists, pharmacists, entrepreneurs, and students through its scientific meetings 2020 from all over the map to take part in workshops, exhibitions, B2B meetings, oral talks and poster presentations and to carry away strong messages.

  Young Research Forum:

  Now, more than ever, the international staging of cognizance and research in various fields has helped to strengthen its orientation towards the universe to handle complex situations. To press on scientific knowledge and to optimistically influence the major global challenges of the society with science-based solutions, we have initiated the 'Young Scientist Awards' in our scientific meetings 2020–2021 to the enterprising young science researchers and scholars across the globe.

  The researchers below 30 years of age are eligible for this award and the winner will be awarded with $1000 along with one year free membership for publishing their research manuscripts in scholarly journals. Apart from this, the thesis selected for the award will be published free of cost in a relevant open science Journals. By forming a part of this program, researchers can increase their global exposure.

  International Scientific Collaborations

  Conference Series LLC LTD is on the ramp for its mutual partnership with more than 1000 scientific societies and counts on. Scientific Alliance is our group's effort to share our good will with all academic institutions, research organizations, scientific international associations and societies by mutual partnership. On successful signing of partnership, our group provides publication support to your organization and helps in organizing conferences and meetings. We are inclined to increase scientific compliance by creating networks, coordinating with peers and mutual cooperation by lending our services to everybody who seeks to  “advance science, engineering and technology through research and innovation”.

  We are to blend with scientific associations through our Scientific Meeting 2020 to leverage adept and imperative knowledge to ensure the viability and success of your association. We assess strategic priorities, identify new opportunities and develop insightful blueprints for your growth. A latest addendum to this initiative is support from the Ministry of Spain which allowed Conference Series LLC LTD to identify and establish partnership with 50 societies from the European region which includes British Society of Hematology, European Society of Ophthalmology, European Society of Pharmacogenomics and Theranostics, European Nanoscience and Nanotechnology Association. Alongside similar support from various other continents has fostered collaboration with 45 societies from Asia-Pacific, 30 societies from North and South America and 25 societies from Africa.

  In the year 2020, Conference Series LLC LTD diversified its conferences to Europe, the Middle East, and the Asia Pacific and rises in pride to announce it’s Best Scientific Meetings in Europe, Business conferences Europe and Academic Conferences in Europe.

  Continental International Conferences, USA

  Conference Series LLC LTD Conferences has strengthened its position as one of the ambiguous and victorious forums, with its lionization surpassing the barricades of eternity. Unifying our efforts we established our Academic Conferences in USA, followed by Best Scientific Meetings in USA and Business conferences USA, to script an intellectual congregation committed to advancing quantitative and qualitative sectors of academic advancement, leading research strategies, professional business development, and networking, where all the global professionals are willing to devote their adequacy in an ethical way for the betterment of our society.

  Of the 300 Scientific Meetings 2020-21 that the Conference Series LLC LTD have planned to conduct, more than 50% of them are scheduled in USA. All the Conference Series LLC LTD Scientific Meetings held in USA have addressed the latest and the most relevant issues that the humanity is confronting at present. The current year 2018-19, schedules International Conferences on Bio-diversity and sustainable energy, Diabetes, Oral Health, Epidemiology, Endocrinology, Lasers, Optics & Photonics, Materials Science & Engineering, Forensic Research & Technology, and Pharmaceutical Regulatory Affairs to a whole lot of other thematic conferences that discuss the issues critically.

  International Regional Conferences

  Conference Series LLC LTD Scientific Meetings propagandize broader intellectual resources bridging international collaborations with Europe and Middle East regions by encouraging the active participation of all academic organizations and scientists to share their new research and challenges. The Academic Conferences in Europe, Business conferences Europe and Best Scientific Meetings in Europe will hold in a sparking experience for all the delegates in oscillating the inevitable knowledge and proportionally tear down the silos of ignorance by integrating cognizance that will encapsulate us.

  The Middle East is a region of great ethnic and cultural diversity. Its strategic geopolitical location has long made it a focus of international capital flow, labor migration and world power competition. There is no exaggeration to claim this region as the center of economic opportunities that could contribute greatly to the global development in the 21st century.

  European nations on the other hand are highly matured economies with a very high level of scientific and technological advancement. It is a nourishing ground for great institutional, educational, technological, cultural and economic excellence, where science and technology flourished and formed an inseparable part of the development.

  International Youth Conferences

  Our Scientific Meetings 2020-21 aim to formulate the effective strategic areas and latest technologies for enhancing exchange of information and ideas for upgrading the awareness. Conference Series LLC LTD Academic conferences worldwide, Global Engineering Conferences and Pharmaceutical seminars facilitate better understanding about technological developments and advancements across the world. Our events aid in overcoming the ‘information poverty’ by giving access to relevant and timely information about knowledge and upcoming developmental process to yearning students and youth who are the today’s budding researchers and tomorrow’s blossomed scientists.

  Conference Series LLC LTD Scientific Meetings, chemical engineering conferences and scientific current events conferences creates a coliseum for strong networking and better exchange of newfangled ideas. The exuberant young minds of students are given a better contour by felicitating them with ‘Best Poster Award’ and 'Young Scientist Award', which cements their rooting ideologies to further interact with scientists and tile an alleyway to complete their dream projects.

  
  

 
COUNTRIES:

USA Conferences | USA Meetings | USA Events :

  USA has largest number of noble prize winners. Every researcher must  visit USA in their life time. The USA  is the world's foremost economic and military power, with global interests and  an unmatched global reach. The United States of America (USA) is a federal  constitutional republic made up of 50 states (48 continental states, plus  Alaska and Hawaii the two newest states) and one federal district - Washington,  D.C., the capital district. 


  The United  States is home to many cultures and a wide variety of ethnic groups,  traditions, and values. As one of the largest and most diverse countries in the  world, The United States boast an amazing amount of tourist destinations  ranging from the skyscrapers of New York and Chicago, the natural wonders of  Yellowstone and Alaska to the sunny beaches of California, Florida and Hawaii. 

  
  Australia Conferences | Australia Meetings| Australia Events

  
  Australia is an independent Western democracy with a population of  more than 22 million. It is one of the world’s most urbanized countries. Australiahas  some great destination and holiday guides, hotels deals, tours and upcoming  events for hundreds of towns and cities. Australia is a land of dreams. From  the sacred legends of the aboriginal Dreamtime when the great spirits conjured  the coral reefs, rainforests, and scorched, red deserts, to armchair travellers.

   UAE Conferences | UAE Meetings | UAE Events:

  
  UAE is formerly known as the Trucial States. It is a federation of  seven individual states, all ruled by emirs. The United Arab Emirates is a  constitutional federation of seven emirates

  Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Umm al-Qaiwain, Ra's al-Khaimah and Fujairah.  The  United Arab Emirates has become a favourite for family holidays and city  breaks. Landmark tourist attractions such as Dubai's towering Burj Khalifa and Abu Dhabi's modern Sheikh Zayeed Mosque, have branded the UAE as an up-to-the-minute  luxury destination.

Italy Conferences | Italy Meetings | Italy Events:

  The Italian Republic is a boot shaped peninsula extending from the  southern edge of Europe into the Mediterranean Sea. In the stunning capital  Rome, see first-hand Michelangelo's painted ceiling of the Sistine Chapel  within the historic walls of Vatican City, or join the spirited Italians in  making a wish at the Trevi Fountain. Italy is home to the greatest number of UNESCO World Heritage  Sites in the world. 

  Japan Conferences | Japan Meetings | Japan Events:

  
  Japan is situated in north eastern Asia between the North Pacific  and the Sea of Japan. Japan consists of four major islands, surrounded by more  than 4,000 smaller islands. Japanese cuisine has become  popular around the world. Some well-known dishes are sushi, sashimi and  tempura. Japan is home to many different forms of martial arts. Karate, Judo,  Sumo, Ninjutsu, Kendo, Jujutsu, and Aikido to name a few.

  
  South Korea  Conferences | South Korea  Meetings | South Korea Events:

  
  South Korea is in eastern Asia and occupies the southern half of the  Korean Peninsula and many islands. South Korea  is a small country with a lot of people, so there is a huge demand for space.  As a result, many of the country's natural habitats have been squeezed into  smaller areas. There are 21 national parks, but the only areas of true  wilderness left are the mountain forests. South Korea  is a mixture of European civil law, Anglo-American law and classical Chinese  thought.

  
  China Conferences | China Meetings | China Events:

  
  China is situated in eastern  Asia on the western shore of the Pacific Ocean, with an area of 9.6 million  square kilometers. China is one of  the earliest places where mankind originated. China, an ancient, mysterious and beautiful land, is always  appealing to adventurous foreign visitors. A wide variety of terrain and  climate shape its numerous natural attractions. Abundant in a variety of  resources, plants, animals, and minerals, the land has nurtured countless  generations of Chinese people.

  France Conferences | France Meetings | France Events:

 
  There is more to France than  its admittedly beautiful and romantic capital, Paris. France has the largest land area of any Western  European nation and lies between the Mediterranean Sea on the southeast and the  Bay of Biscay and English Channel to the north and west. Immerse yourself in French culture by learning  French in France, perhaps in the fast-paced, youthful and metropolitan Lyon. France  remains the world's number one tourist destination, and it's not hard to understand.  France has an extensive network of motorways, and many of them offer relatively  relaxed driving conditions, except at peak periods.

  
  India Conferences | India Meetings | India Events:

  
  The ancient diamond shaped country of India, the largest region of  the Indian Subcontinent, extends from the Himalayan Mountains in the north and  south into the tropical reaches of the Indian Ocean. India is the largest democracy in the world, the 7th largest  Country in the world, and one of the most ancient civilizations. India  exports software to 90 countries. Its more than one billion inhabitants are divided into  two thousand ethnic groups and speak over 200 different languages. According to a recent report, India's greenhouse gas emissions are set  to triple by the year 2030. While the levels of noxious and heat-retaining gas  will remain below those of developed countries, the air pollution is reducing  the life-spans of 660 million lives by three years. And shockingly, 13 of the  top 20 polluted cities in the world are Indian.

  
  India the biggest Democratic country in the world situated in south  Asia. Attractions in India include mountains, monuments, beaches, tropical  islands, jungles, hill stations, temples and an array of UNESCO World Heritage  Sites with Greater Himalayas forming the crown of incredible India to the  Arabian Sea that washes the shores of the nation in the South and from the  golden deserts in the West to the culture and tribes of East. India, together  with China, Iran, South Africa and Brazil are the only developing countries  among 31 nations with 97.5% of the world's total scientific productivity

  
  Poland Conferences | Poland Meetings | Poland Events:

  
  Poland (Polska, Rzeczpospolita Polska) is a major European state  (capital city is Warsaw), an area is more than 300 thousand square kilometers. Golden  sandy beaches in the north, three majestic mountain ranges, and the home to 23  national parks, there is more to Poland than its rich, yet turbulent history. Walk or picnic around Warsaw's city walls and  take in the splendour of St John's Cathedral or The Barbican. Then, after a hard day's sight-seeing, pop  into one of the many restaurants those line the streets, and try a Polish  specialty; Bigos, Zrazy or Pork loin with prunes. 

  Today Poland has over 100 institutions of  post-secondary education technical, medical, economic, as well as 500  universities.

  
  Spain Conferences | Spain Meetings | Spain Events:

  
  Spain is located on the Iberian Peninsula, of which it occupies 80%  (the remaining 20% being Portugal), in the southwest of Europe. Madrid isn't  short of night-life, although if you really want to let your hair down visit  Ibizia, where the Las Salinas and Figueretas beaches are famed for their let  loose attitude. Spain is the third country in Europa as for its size and fifth  as for population numbers. For a real Spanish  rush, remember to do the Bull Run in Pamplona as part of the San Fermin  festival, a highlight of the Spanish calendar.

  
  Germany Conferences | Germany Meetings | Germany Events:

  
  Germany is a federal republic in central Europe. Since the reunion  with the former DDR on October 3 1990, Germany is, after Russia, the Ukraine,  Germany, Spain and Sweden the biggest country of Europe. Germany is Europe's most industrialized and  populous country. Germany was the first country in the world to adopt  Daylight saving time. Germany has gained a higher profile as a travel  destination. The most popular destination is Berlin, one of the most  fascinating capitals in Europe. Many of Germany’s other major cities have proud  histories as independent city states or as capitals of kingdoms in their own  right. A new island has emerged from the North Sea, off the coast of Germany,  located sixteen miles from the German state, Schleswig Holstein. The 34 acre  island has been named Norderoogsand, but it is being referred to as Bird Island  because many birds, including sea gulls, grey geese, ducks, and peregrine  falcons have been found there nesting or feeding. Forty-nine plant species have  also been found on the island. German is the most widely taught  third language across the world. The raw output of  scientific research from Germany consistently ranks among the world's best.

  
  Brazil Conferences | Brazil Meetings | Brazil Events:

  
  Brazil  shares a border with almost every other country in South America except Chile  and Ecuador and covers almost half the continent. It is the fifth largest  country in the world, behind Russia, Canada, China, and the U.S.A. Brazil  is home to a wide range of animals, including armadillo, tapirs, jaguars and  pumas. Millions of tourists visit Brazil every year. There are around 2500  airports in Brazil. Brazil is the fifth largest  country in the world. White-sand beaches, tropical islands, music-filled  metropolises and charming colonial towns are dotting its 7,500 km (4,600 mi)  long coastline. Brazil  occupies a large area along the eastern coast of South America and includes  much of the continent's interior, sharing  land borders with Uruguay to the south; Argentina and Paraguay to the southwest; Bolivia and Peru to the west; Colombia to the northwest; and Venezuela, Guyana, Suriname and the French overseas department of French Guiana to the north. It shares a border with  every South American country except Ecuador and Chile.



  Brazilian Society for Scientific Development shed its image  as a semi-autonomous association of scientists to become an active lobbyist for  more public resources and the protection of national technology from  international competition. 

  
  Austria Conferences | Austria Meetings | Austria Events:

  
  Austria includes much of the mountainous territory of the eastern  Alps (about 75% of the area). The country contains many snowfields, glaciers,  and snow-capped peaks. Austria has 13 peaks above 3,000 metres, and 34 above 2,000 metres.  Austria is a country rich with history, beautiful places, traditions and  activities that are distinct to the area. Along with neighboring Switzerland,  it is the winter sports capital of Europe. However, it is just as popular for  summer tourists who visit its historic cities and villages and hike in the  magnificent scenery of the Alps. Austria was overrun in pre-Roman times by various tribes,  including the Celts. After the fall of the Roman Empire, of which Austria was  part, the area was invaded by Bavarians and Slavic Avars. Charlemagne conquered  the area in 788 and encouraged colonization and Christianity. In 1252, Ottokar,  king of Bohemia, gained possession, only to lose the territories to Rudolf of  Hapsburg in 1278. Thereafter, until World War I, Austria's history was largely  that of its ruling house, the Hapsburgs. Austria emerged from the Congress of  Vienna in 1815 as the continent's dominant power. 

  Numerous research institutes in Austria play an important role in  conducting and coordinating advanced agricultural, medical, scientific, and  technical research. The Austrian Research Council supports and coordinates  scientific research. 

  
  Malaysia Conferences | Malaysia Meetings | Malaysia Events:

  
  Located in Southeast Asia, just north of the Equator, the exotic,  tropical islands and lands of Malaysia contain some of the most beautiful  beaches and parks on the planet. Malaysia is a beautiful and diverse country with many  highlights. Malaysia offers two very distinct experiences: the peninsula and  Borneo (an island shared with Indonesia and Brunei). The peninsula is a mix of  Malay, Chinese and Indian flavors with an efficient and modern capital, Kuala  Lumpur. The world's largest discovered cave chamber  (single room) is the Sarawak Chamber, in the Gunung Mulu National Park,  Malaysia.

  Kuala Lumpur is  Malaysia’s sultry capital packed with historic monuments, steel-clad  skyscrapers, lush parks, mega-sized shopping malls, bustling street markets and  trendy nightspots. Also an essential part of the vibrant mix is  incense-wreathed, colourfully adorned mosques and temples of the country’s  Malay, Chinese and Indian communities.

  
  Turkey Conferences | Turkey Meetings | Turkey Events:

  
  The Republic of Turkey is a parliamentary  republic in Eurasia, largely located in Western Asia, with the smaller portion  of Eastern Thrace in Southeast Europe. Turkey is bordered by eight countries. Turkey offers a  wealth of different kinds of destinations to travellers. From the dome and  minaret filled skyline of Istanbul to the Roman ruins along the western and  southern coasts, from the beaches of Antalya and the Mediterranean seaside  resorts to the misty mountains of Eastern Black Sea. With so many amazing  destinations a top 10 is bound to leave some great tourist attractions in Turkey out. So consider this list of  destinations as just the start of a great holiday in Turkey.

  
  Fenland Conferences | Fenland Meetings | Fenland Events:  

  
  The Fens, also known as the Fenland(s),  is a naturally marshy region in eastern England. Most of the fens were drained  several centuries ago, resulting in a flat, damp, low-lying agricultural  region. Fenland primarily lies around the coast of the Wash. Helsinki (Swedish: Helsingborg)  is the capital of Finland and its largest city. The urban area offers a variety  of historical, cultural, and outdoor attractions to explore. Most of Helsinki  proper sits on a granite peninsula on the north coast of the Gulf of  Finland, facing the Baltic Sea. Finland has one of the world's most extensive  welfare systems, one that guarantees decent living conditions for all  residents, Finns, and non-citizens.

  
  New Zealand  Conferences | New Zealand Meetings | New Zealand Events:

  
  New Zealand, about 1,250 mi (2,012 km) southeast of Australia,  consists of two main islands and a number of smaller outlying islands so  scattered that they range from the tropical to the Antarctic. New  Zealand's free trade economy is dependent on International trade, with the  principal export industries being agriculture, horticulture, fishing, forestry  and mining. New Zealand is  an otherworldly, photogenic and friendly country offering visitors unbeatable  changes for adventure and exploration. Due to its isolation, New Zealand  has developed unique animal and plant life. In 1893 New Zealand became the  first country in the world to give all women the right to vote.

  
  Ukraine  Conferences | Ukraine Meetings | Ukraine Events:

  
  Located in southeast Europe, the country consists largely of fertile  black soil steppes. Mountainous areas include the Carpathians in the southwest  and the Crimean chain in the south. Ukraine, on its own initiative, refused the  third largest arsenal of nuclear weapons in the world. Ukraine is big,  diverse and largely undiscovered. It is one of Europe’s last genuine  travel frontiers, a poor nation rich in colour-splashed tradition, warm hearted  people and off-the-map travel experiences. Ukraine  is the world’s most energy intensive country and the sixth largest per capita  CO2 emitter, requiring investment for modernization of production processes and  policy changes Ukraine has the unique status of being home to some of the  richest natural environments and resources in Europe while at the same time  being one of the most heavily polluted countries in the region.

  
  Philippines  Conferences | Philippines  Meetings | Philippines Events:

  
  The Philippines is one of the largest island groups in the world  with 7,107 islands and islets lying off the southwest coast of the Asian  mainland between Taiwan and Borneo. Its position finds the Philippines at the  crossroads of international travel lanes. The Philippines are home to more than 7,000 islands,  which are inhabited by friendly locals and many indigenous tribes. From  pristine beaches and marvellous natural wonders to interesting historic sites  and once-in-a-lifetime experiences, the Philippines pack many exciting things.  Philippines' international relations are based on trade with other nations and  the well-being of the 11 million overseas Filipinos living outside  the country. As a founding and active member of the United Nations, the  Philippines has been elected several times into the Security Council.

  
  United Kingdom Conferences | United Kingdom  Meetings | United  Kingdom Events:

  
  The United Kingdom is made up of  England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. UK  remains a major economic and military power, with considerable political and  cultural influence around the world. United Kingdom has been a leading trading nation for more than 500  years. From double-decker buses, thatched cottages and country houses, village  pubs and cream teas, eccentric aristocrats and cold, grey and rainy weather.  Visitors however will find that it doesn’t rain as much as they had heard, that  Indian restaurants far outnumber fish-and-chip shops and that there are a  surprising amount of great tourist attractions in England packed into  a relatively small area. The country also has a large automotive and  aerospace industry. The pharmaceutical industry is also a significant part of  the economy. The United States, Germany, Netherlands, France, and China are the  major trading partners.

  
  Canada Conferences | Canada Meetings | Canada Events:

  
  A country of northern North America. The original inhabitants of the  region include the Inuit and First Nations. European colonists arrived in  eastern Canada in the early 1600s, and the area was claimed by the French and  then ceded (1763) to the English after the Seven Years' War. Canada has no  shortage of beautiful landscapes and unique sites for travellers to explore.  From coast to coast to coast, the country is home to vibrant and culturally  rich cities, along with incredible natural wonders. Canada  shares the longest land border in the world with the United States, totalling 8891  kilometres (5525 miles). Canada has over 30000 lakes. Canada is rich in  resources such as zinc, nickel, lead and gold.

  Canada is the world's eleventh-largest  economy and is one of the world's  top ten trading nations, with a highly globalized economy. As of 2015, the country has produced thirteen Nobel laureates in physics, chemistry, and medicine  and was ranked fourth worldwide for scientific research  quality in a major 2012 survey of international scientists.

  
  South Africa  Conferences | South Africa  Meetings | South Africa  Events:

  
  South Africa occupies the southern tip of Africa, its long coastline  stretching more than 2 500km from the desert border with Namibia on the  Atlantic coast. South  Africa is a medium-sized country, with a total land area of 1 219 090  square kilometres, or roughly equivalent in size to Niger, Angola, Mali or  Colombia. South Africa is diverse and beautiful country, about the size of France  and Spain combined or roughly twice the size of Texas. Its varied cultures,  intriguing wildlife, stunning scenery, and remarkable beaches make it a haven  for travellers from around the world. South Africa has a penguin colony, which thrives thanks to  the cold Antarctic currents on the west coast near the Cape. The Palace of the  Lost City resort hotel is the largest theme resort hotel in the world as well  as the largest building project undertaken in the southern hemisphere. South  Africa has 19,004 miles of railway track - 80% of Africa's rail infrastructure.


  South Africa has a mixed economy, the second largest  in Africa after Nigeria. Several important scientific and technological developments  have originated in South Africa. The first human-to-human heart transplant was  performed in South Africa. 

 Switzerland  Conferences | Switzerland  Meetings | Switzerland Events:

 
  Switzerland is a federal state in Middle. Sixty percent of the  surface is covered with the Alps, a high mountain range which stretches from  the southwest to northeast. Switzerland is a  landlocked country in Western Europe; it shares a land border with Germany,  Austria, Liechtenstein, Italy and France. Switzerland’s  picturesque Alps are a storybook place to visit. The country has some unique  features to it, like the fact that it has three national languages. Depending  on the region of Switzerland, tourists will find French, Italian, and German  being spoken.  Switzerland has responded to increasing pressure from neighbouring  countries and trading partners to reform its banking secrecy laws, by agreeing  to conform to OECD regulations on administrative assistance in tax matters,  including tax evasion.


  Switzerland has a stable, prosperous and  high-tech economy and enjoys great wealth, being ranked as the wealthiest  country in the world per capita in multiple rankings. The World Economic  Forum's Global Competitiveness  Report currently ranks  Switzerland's economy as the most competitive in the world

  
  Denmark Conferences | Denmark Meetings | Denmark Events:

  
  It is a European country. It borders on Germany in the south, the  North Sea in the west, the Skagerrak in the north, and the Kattegat and the  Oresund in the east. Copenhagen is Denmark's capital, largest city, and  chief industrial centre. Denmark is the smallest of the five nations in the  Nordic Region, with a total land mass approximately the same size as Finn mark  County in Norway. On the other hand, Denmark has plenty of good arable land,  and makes the most of this natural resource. Denmark remains very much a  maritime nation, bordered by the Baltic and the North Sea. No place in the  country is more than an hour’s drive from its seashore, much of which is lined  with beautiful sandy beaches.


  The Kingdom of Denmark is a unitary state that comprises, in addition to Denmark  proper, two autonomous constituent countries in the North Atlantic Ocean: Greenland and the Faroe Islands. Copenhagen is Denmark's capital, largest city, and chief  industrial centre. Denmark has plenty of good arable land, and makes the most  of this natural resource.

  
  Mexico Conferences | Mexico Meetings | Mexico Events:

  
  Mexico is a federal republic made up of 31 states and 1 Federal  District (Mexico City) occupying 756,066 square miles in North America and is  bounded on two of its sides by expanses of water. Mexico  is home to over 30 UNESCO World Heritage Sites and is a popular tourist  destination. The highest mountain in Mexico is Pico de Orizaba, a dormant volcano that reaches 5,636 metres  (18,491 ft.) above sea level. Mexican food is known for its range of flavours  and spices. Popular dishes include tacos, burritos and enchiladas. Mexico is a land of extremes, with high mountains and deep  canyons in the centre of the country, sweeping deserts in the north, and dense  rain forests in the south and east. Mountains cover much of Mexico. Between the  Sierra Madre Oriental mountain range in the east and the Sierra Madre  Occidental in the west lie small mountain ranges on the Central Plateau

  
  Netherland  Conferences | Netherland Meetings | Netherland Events:

  
  The Netherlands consistently ranks among the top places in the world  to live and work. It is a small country in size, but certainly not in impact.  The Netherlands is famed for its liberal social policies, maritime trading  traditions, battles to hold back the sea. Netherlands has  spawned many world-class painters, such as Rembrandt, Jan Vermeer, Jan Steen,  Vincent van Gogh or Piet Mondrian. Netherlands is a densely populated country in part  reclaimed from the sea with about half of its land lying below sea level. Many tourists  only come to the Netherlands to visit Amsterdam. But Holland has plenty to  offer outside its capital. Netherlands also includes islands in the  Caribbean named Bonaire, Sint Eustatius and Saba. Many of the world's tomatoes,  cucumbers and flowers are exported from the Netherlands. Dutch drivers use the  right-hand side of the road.

  
  Norway  Conferences | Norway Meetings | Norway Events:

  
  Norway is situated in the western part of the Scandinavian  Peninsula. It extends about 1,100 mi (1,770 km) from the North Sea along the  Norwegian Sea to more than 300 mi (483 km) above the Arctic Circle, the  farthest north of any European country. Northway is actually three dispersed  settlements: Northway Junction at Milepost 1264 of the Alaska Highway. 1,700  slot machines, exciting promotions, live harness racing, simulcast wagering,  delicious buffets, live entertainment.


  Norwegians  enjoy the second-highest GDP per-capita among European countries and the  fourth-highest GDP (PPP) per-capita in the world. Today, Norway ranks as the second-wealthiest  country in the world in monetary value, with the largest capital reserve per  capita of any nation.

  
  Singapore Conferences | Singapore Meetings | Singapore Events:

  
  Singapore is an island city-state in Southeast Asia, situated on the  southern tip of Malay Peninsula, south of the state of Johor of Peninsular  Malaysia and north of the Indonesian islands of Riau. Singapore is one of the great cities of the world, with  its blend of Asian and European cultures. Graceful colonial buildings co-exist  alongside centuries-old street markets and modern high-rises. Though the  government can be strict with residents and visitors who misbehave, travellers  who follow the rules can’t help but be fascinated by this multi-cultural city. Singapore is an  excellent place for shopping and has over 250 shopping malls to visit. Ranging  from hi-tech wares to designer wear, there is something for everyone.
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